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This study uses four radar datasets (3 airborne, 1 ground based) to evaluate the firn
characteristics of Devon Ice Cap in the Canadian Arctic. The general characteristics of the
firn were already classified using the ground-based dataset, and the new element here is
using all the airborne data together to look at the firn. These data are used as a way to
assess the spatial distribution of firn properties in more detail, within the general
framework of the ground-based survey. Conclusions about ice-slab thickness and melt
channel distribution are derived largely using the variability in return power of the surveys
within different “zones” of firn, relying on the ground-based survey to get the general
structure (i.e. large slabs, thin lenses, etc). The implications for meltwater runoff are
discussed, making a nice story. The main novel element here is inferring properties of ice
lenses in firn using multiple airborne radars that do not resolve the ice lenses/slabs
explicitly, but instead have some return-power sensitivity to the near-surface properties.

This study is novel, generally well written, and well-suited to The Cryosphere. I have two
major comments and a variety of small points that I think are important to address before
publication, but then I think it should be a nice contribution.

Major Comments:
There is insufficient analysis of whether one could conduct a similar study in the absence
of some independent radar measurements that actually resolve the bottom of the ice slabs
(i.e. the GPR)—perhaps this was never the goal of the study, but the title and some of the
language suggest otherwise, which I think sets the reader up to be dissatisfied at what is
otherwise a nice paper. The suggestion in the title, abstract, and conclusions is that the
dual-frequency reflectometry can be used on its own to garner insight into firn properties
(and extra-terrestrial applications cannot rely on such validation). As I read the paper, the
analysis of things like the ice-slab thickness in Zone II (Section 3.2.3 and Discussion)
relies on already knowing that this area has thick ice slabs, and otherwise the variations
could be misinterpreted as density variations or similar. If the paper can be altered to use
the GPR as validation rather than as a necessary component, that would be ideal; for



example, is there some objective measure that would allow the picking of the zone
boundaries from these model results? I assume that the answer is no since otherwise it
would be discussed (which is worth adding to the text); I think this study will merit
publication without that analysis, although in this case I think textual/title alterations are
needed throughout to make clear that what is really happening is analysis of things like
ice-slab thickness when the general firn structure (zonal classification in this case) already
independently known, effectively requiring a third radar dataset (GPR) or other extensive
in-situ measurements.

I find Section 3.1 to be lacking in purpose, in part because it reads something like a failed
attempt to distinguish the zonal classification based solely on reflectometry; it is doubly
unconvincing due to insufficient error analysis. In lines 201-203 there are claims about
which model fits better where, but there is not even an analysis of the relative RMS misfits
of the two models in the two zones. At a bare minimum, such basic model-data misfit
analysis is needed to make any claim about what model fits where. However, given the
section title I was hoping it would essentially answer the other main point raised above. I
understand that this may be beyond the scope of the work or not supported by it, but
then I am left wondering what this section really adds (perhaps adding some error
analysis would change my mind, and I could better understand what we could conclude
out of this section). Perhaps some roadmap under the general “Results” heading could
help as well.

Line Comments:
52: I would suggest removing the IPR acronym. These are all ice-penetrating radars, and
the terminology is unnecessarily confusing.
57: What such methods? The low frequency ones?
58: I am skeptical of this claim—does Mars have surface melt? Could ice lenses and slabs
be possible? While other dual-frequency applications matter there, the relevance of this
study should be justified or the line should be deleted.
69: What is compact ice? It is not defined nor is it a common term. I think it just means
glacier ice as opposed to firn. Perhaps “fully compacted” or “fully densified” would be more
appropriate. While I put this as a line comment, I think it is important to change
“compact” throughout the paper, since it is not quite the technical term and the word has
multiple plain-language meanings.
82: What does dual phase mean?
99: There are plenty of homogeneous media for which the arguments in line 100
apply—perhaps just delete this sentence
Table 1: The layout here is confusing. I think I would have understood better if the
epsilon_eff column were deleted and there were separate columns for z0 for firn and for
ice. Also should specify that this is not a universal firn number—it assumes 410 kg/m3 or
something similar.
115: It would be helpful to have a half sentence about why the bin size (in spatial terms)
is different for the different systems.
126: RMS height of what? I guess this should be surface elevation
129: The hypothesis that the return power variation is dominated by variations in r2 is a
large and critical assumption that is brushed aside too flippantly. I guess there was some
work in Rutishauser et al., 2016, to justify that it is not dominant, but I think it is a bit too
important to be relegated to a reference, since strong dependence on the roughness may
invalidate any conclusions. Addressing this could be as simple as estimating the maximum
variation resulting from a realistic range of roughnesses compared to the variation in
return power.
139: Is this a typo? Why exclude rock based on aircraft elevation rather than imagery,



etc.
143: At least a brief overview of the GPR system belongs here—the reader should not
have to go to Rutishauser et al. just to find out the frequency
155: Layers of what, and should this be i.e.? Generally I would assume density is the only
important factor in such shallow reflections—if not, what else should be included.
326: potentially insightful
391: Rephrase slightly to clarify that the ambiguity is due to tradeoffs between density
and layer thickness
395: Caution against?
411-420: I would highly recommend moving this paragraph upward into discussion—I do
not find it to be particularly convincing, and I don’t really think it is a conclusion as such.
It is not my place to demand such a change, but take this as a stylistic suggestion of a
way to make the paper more impactful.
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